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On the other side of the gallery, Sarah Lucas’s “Mammerylooloo” (2010),
which has pendulous breasts made from stuffed tights spilling out of a real toilet,
adds a note of raunchy feminist comedy. Alice Neel’s “The Sea” (1947), a dark
painting of waves under a turbulent sky, converses with Jo Nigoghossian’s rough,
concrete-and-steel sculpture “Hole with some bars” (2010), which looks like
something coughed up by the ocean. John O’Reilly’s dreamy photomontage
“Caress” (2010), in which the partly torn, close-up image of a man licking
someone’s hirsute skin is conjoined with a painted image of a gently wavy sea,
brings out the sensuality of Kathy Butterly’s funky ceramic cup “Mushroom
Nirvana” (2011).
Abstracted faces drawn by Nicole Eisenman, diminutive collages of women
hybridized with nonhuman elements by Eva Kotatkova, and miniature landscapes
made of tiny found and handmade objects by Sam Anderson on pieces of leather
further animate this exhibition’s captivating synergy. KEN JOHNSON
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